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McConnell River Area Co-Management Committee Meeting  

    October 22, 2010 

9:30 AM 

Padlei Inns North Board Room 

Arviat, Nunavut 

 

Present               

Donna Mulders- Species at Risk Biologist             

Thomas Ubluriak- Arviat KIA Director 

Philip Kigusiutnak- Elder Representative 

Shane Ubluriak- Youth Representative 

David Aglukark Sr.-  Hamlet Representative 

Thomas Alikaswa- HTO Representative 

Eva Alikut- CLARC Secretary 

Mary Thompson- Translator 

 

Opening Prayer by David Aglukark Sr.  

 

Meeting stars at 10:00 am, because we were waiting for Philip Kigusiutnak to arrive. 

 

 Thomas Ubluriak explaining each CLARC representative.  

 

Donna introduces herself that she works for Government of Canada from Canadian 

Wildlife based in Yellowknife and she is working on species at risk mostly on Polar Bear 

with Kitikmeot region.  

She is new to her job and now working in creating a co-management committee.  

Donna speaks that eventually we will need to establish a Area Co-Management 

Committee, to review permits and review where the areas are protected or that can be 

protected. 

The members of the co-management will need to attend a workshop to get a clear view of 

this to be established committee called ACMC (Area Co-Management Committee). 

David speaks that we created Nunavut and in article 5 and 8 in the Nunavut Land Claims 

Agreement states that we had a agreement to create a committee to protect wildlife in 

Nunavut and that we need to sit down with the Government and Inuit Beneficiaries and 

have a meeting to create an implementation and the Co-management committee should 

be manage by Inuit Beneficiaries.  

 

Thomas Ubluriak- We think that McConnell River Area (Kugaarjuk) should be protected, 

but we think that as Inuit that area is a hunting ground but it is protected from tourism.  

HTO will be putting a building at Kugaarjuk and we need to inform the public. 

Donna- that is a great idea to inform the public, what we could do is have a public 

gathering to inform the public about the building that wants be established in Kugaarjuk. 

 The committee will consist of 6 members. KIA will be appointing 3 members and 

Environment Canada would appoint 3 members. KIA would appoint the Chairperson and 

2nd Chairperson would be Donna Mulders from Canadian Wildlife Service.  

Once members are appointed, it would be our 1st meeting. 
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The Committee that will be established would sit on the committee once approved even 

after their membership with HTO, Hamlet of Arviat, Elder representative and Youth 

representative and KIA representative have expired.  

Donna now explains how the implementation has started. The conservation areas by-law 

with the IIBA is a tool that Inuit have a say in what areas is protected in our conservation 

areas.  When we do our training in regards to conservation areas, David said that it was 

negotiated with KIA, NTI and Canadian Wildlife Service so all of the organizations will 

understand the conservation areas in Nunavut. 

One of the main things that I learned is that the Government of Canada and Inuit working 

together, and to work together the ACMC advisory body in this case is the Sanctuary at 

the McConnell River. 

We would like to make sure the area is well managed, if someone wants to go there, we 

would have to review permits and the permits would have to be reviewed by the ACMC 

Committee.  

If you have any questions, please feel free to ask me anytime.  

David asks how many communities have this kind of committee established so far. 

Donna- Right now there is Clyde River, Qikiqtarjuaq and now we are in the process of 

doing one for Arviat.  Qikiqtarjuaq is already now training their respective board 

members. 

This year starting is Queen McGuelf. It has 3 communities which are Gjoa Haven, 

Cambridge Bay and Umingmaktuk who are already starting a committee.  

Donna asks- Ubluriak, do you know about the IIBA tourism fund? 

Ubluriak- Not exactly, I think it is about nineteen thousand dollars is the large figure that 

I can remember that was reviewed through the Hamlet of Arviat to start this co-

management start plan. 

There were only two start plans because of the Polar Bear tags being taken away from 

beneficiaries.  

David- I think we better be careful on talking large numbers of funds, Ubluriak I think 

the funds that you are talking about from Hamlet of Arviat is different case.  

Donna- I think it is best if we leave it because the Government can take care of that while 

we are the planners.  

As you may know that Aglukark understands about the Article 5 and 6, Article 6 states 

that we can do oral projects like interviewing elders and there is funding available to this. 

All of these could be useful for the tourism. The committee could start updating the old 

pamphlets for the tourism to boost working environment possibly in town for the 

beneficiaries. 

Article 8 explains contracting Inuit Businesses in the economic field can benefit from this 

ACMC establishment.  

Donna- Another thing with IIBA is that Inuit Stewardship and mentorship program and 

youth are in a great position.  

There is this girl who is from Gjoa Haven who is in training with Canadian Wildlife in 

Quebec, and another girl in Yellowknife is now working for the Canadian Wildlife. It 

would be great if we select a youth from Arviat to go work in Yellowknife.  

There are also shorter terms with other youth who can work and or train with us and 

hopefully become long-term employees with us. 
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I think a lot of the research materials are old and we need them to get updated after we 

establish a committee to promote tourism in that area.   

Ubluriak- Calls to have a 10 minute break. 

 

10 Minutes Break 

 

Donna- How long have you been a CLARC, how well do you know the land… can 

examine land issues… what are your expertise inland… how long time do you have with 

CLARC… 

Kigusiutnak- Last year when we were asked to make an input on mapping, I remember 

meeting with Kinniksie, Angalik, Maakusie, and Angalik’s son, Kigusiutnak and they 

were doing mapping and pointing out locations where they were born.  

Kigusiutnak pointing out to the map, stating that is where they protect the nesting area. 

We use this area every year especially with freights being sent from Churchill, Manitoba 

to Nunavut by mining companies.  

Donna- Is there anything close by that is a working mine? 

Aglukark- No. There is no active mine in that area but this is a year round route from 

Manitoba to Nunavut for freight companies. 

Ubluriak- Inuit sometimes name the land when it is not the actual name.  I think our input 

should be true to the best of our abilities and planned ahead and keep in mind of proper 

land names.  Elders should speak up about naming land, for example while in a meeting, 

who started with mapping naming? 

Aglukark- The KIA started the mapping. 

Kigusiutnak- Sometimes the land names were an issue back in 1960’s. 

Donna- Before bird sanctuaries was established, was it used by Inuit? 

Ubluriak- We use to go egg hunt and hunt for geese.  

    

Lunch Break at the Inns north for all the members 

Provided by Environment Canada (Donna) 

 

Aglukark- The Inuit use to go up the river (Mayuraq) by boat. 

Ubluriak- I remember that I use to go up the river with my family.  Our ancestors use to 

use that route looking for camping ground and caribou herds. 

Thomas Alikaswa- The Bird Sanctuary was established because there were lots of birds 

nesting place back in the 1960’s, but overtime that has changed because of the hunting 

tracks. After the HTO cabin is put in place for tourism, I know in my past experience that 

I believe the geese will likely decrease. 

Donna- According to research, the geese have destroyed that area, do people go geese 

and egg hunting? 

Kigusiutnak- There are caribou and whale bones there, so people have polluted that area 

and the geese have likely moved to another area. 

Donna- Where is the HTO building going to be put to? 

Thomas Alikaswa- Pointing out at the map and showing it to Donna around the 

Kugaarjuk area.  

Ubluriak- Is the geese still active in that area? 

All members- Yes. 
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Donna- Is there somewhere else that we can start protecting the area for Inuit animal use? 

Aglukark- I was appointed to the CLARC member in 2008 and I have a 4 year term with 

CLARC and my Hamlet councillor ends in a year.  

 

Ubluriak- If we start meeting with the government to pursue our land before the 

government start up things themselves. 

Aglukark- We now are Nunavut, in the past before Ottawa use to make all the inputs 

before consulting with Inuit but that has changed, we can now work together with the 

Government of Canada. 

Kigusiutnak- Because he is an elder now and he knows that he won’t be around for a long 

time now and he would like to have a right about his Inuit heritage. 

Donna- Your rights won’t be changing; you will always have your rights. 

Aglukark- Even though your representation with Hamlet or HTO will expire, but long 

after it has expired, you will still be a member with ACMC. 

Thomas Alikaswa- I have been an HTO member for 6 years, I have been a member with 

Search and Rescue before, and I have been a CLARC member for 3 years now.  

Shane- I have been selected as a CLARC member this month. 

Kigusiutnak- I have been the CLARC member since 2008. 

Ubluriak- I am the KIA board member, this year is my last year as the member with KIA, 

I have been a HTO board member for 6 years now, same as Thomas Alikaswa, I have 

been recently re-appointed to the Sakku board this month. I am the Chairperson/President 

with Arviat Housing Association; I have been working with Hamlet of Arviat for 24 

years. 

Kigusiutnak- I would like to see members elected not to be a member in too many bodies 

or organization.  

 

During lunch we will be talking about who will be going to the Iqalui training, what else 

should be dealt with. That KIA will make a decision about chairperson and maybe we can 

make recommendation, Thomas Ubluriak was appointed to be chair with KIA, now if 

KIA appoints 3 members to sit with ACMC and the Government of Canada appoints 2 

members and chair appointed after Donna talks with Qilak. 

 

Aglukark- I think this is how we can appoint a chair. We send the name list to KIA from 

us then KIA to Donna to the Yellowknife members; I think that is how we usually 

appoint a chair.  

Donna- Pointing out to the map to point out to the members that there are the protected 

areas in Nunavut.  

She would like to share some information in the binder that Donna has provided for the 

CLARC members. In the booklet are the collected information of the important areas for 

birds in each region, the Kivalliq, Kitikmeot and Qikiqtaaluk region.  The Kivalliq region 

is the first portion in the booklet. It has several species of birds in Kugaarjuk (Maguse 

River). Kugaarjuk is also recognized for caribou, seal and walrus location. 

In the booklet you will see that what are the sensitive areas in that area. It is known as a 

bird sanctuary site, RAM site and International biological Program site and it is 

recognized nationally and internally around the globe.  
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It was first created in 1961, so eventually it has changed overtime, maybe there is now 

lesser geese and Canada geese? 

Donna- Who can go to the training from the CLARC members from Arviat? 

This is our first meeting and we are trying to create a committee to start running and what 

will be the responsibilities while being a member with the Area Co-Management 

Committee. 

You will see in the orientation manual that was developed by Clyde River, they have 

already established Area Co-Management Committee; this is the kind of orientation 

manual that Arviat ACMC will be developing in the near future.  

The Arviat training will be shorter because terminology is already set up by the Clyde 

River ACMC. The ACMC training will be 4 days long, Donna asks, when do you guys 

prefer to go on training for the ACMC? At what days are good for you, would you like to 

go on a weekday or weekends? The reason being of my question is because I have to 

make arrangements with the ACMC facilitator in Iqaluit. 

The ACMC will be taught in Inuktitut, in the manual in front of you, you can find the 

orientation manual.  

What is ACMC, what is co-management? In the black binder that I provided you, you 

can see all the information in that binder. 

From looking at the binder, we will need to know on how ACMC works, permits 

procedure and so forth.  

Are there other things that should be included in training that we should cover? 

Ubluriak- Do we start from table contents from page 1 to the bottom today? 

Donna- Not now, but during the ACMC training for Kitikmeot and Qikiqtaaluk helped 

each other during the training.  

The Qikiqtaaluk ACMC training will be from November 10 to 15, 2010 in Iqaluit, who 

from this CLARC member is willing to attend the training and after the training, the 

person who went to Iqaluit will also have to train the CLARC members here in Arviat.  

Thomas Alikaswa was supposed to be trained last June but the facilitator had to cancel 

because she had a death in the family. 

Ubluriak- Should Thomas Alikaswa go ahead to the training or should we select another 

member? 

Donna- It is up to us, the CLARC members.  

Thomas Alikaswa- I don’t know if I can go at this time because I am now working for the 

Agnico-Eagle Meadowbank near Baker Lake on a 2 week on and off shift and I was 

suppose to leave to Baker Lake this Monday but I had to cancel due to my daughters 

wedding this Saturday. If my employee won’t let me go on another leave, I will not be 

going to Iqaluit for the training.  

Donna- If we could decide today, that would be great.  

Aglukark- KIA still needs to appoint 3 members. That is how I understand. I would 

suggest that 3 members would get selected then maybe a person can be identified to go to 

the training? 

Donna- I think as a group, I think we should vote now because we are all considered 

ACMC members now and if we could select now, the way Aglukark understood that is 

not the way we should do it.  

Donna explains in the big sheet of paper on how the appointment of each ACMC will be 

established. 
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KIA PICKS     CWS PICKS 

 

3 CLARC MEMBERS   2 CLARC MEMBERS and from 1 CWS 

1. CHAIR- from CLARC   1. Vice-Chair – Donna Mulders 

2. CLARC member    2. CLARC member  

3. CLARC member    3. CLARC member 

 

 

 

Donna will ask KIA on how chair is appointed.  

Donna makes a quick phone call to Siu-Ling, Donna’s colleague based in Iqaluit to get 

more information on how Clyde River CLARC members selected a CLARC member to 

become an ACMC trainee. Siu-Lang said that what the Clyde River Committee did was 

by secret ballot and sent it to KIA in their region. We don’t need to make the decision 

now or later; it is all up to us.  

Is it going to be by secret ballot or do you have a suggestion? 

Keep in mind that if we select a chair, who is willing to go and will be able to train his 

CLARC members here in Arviat? 

Aglukark- Thomas Alikaswa, do you think that you will still be able to go? 

Thomas Alikaswa- I have to go back to work on November 3 to Meadowbank, I don’t 

think I will be able to be back in town on time. But I can check with Ryan.  

Ubluriak- What are the training dates again? 

Donna- The training will be from November 10 to 13, 2010 in Iqaluit. 

Shane- If no one is available, I am willing to go to the training. 

Donna- Who ever go must also be willing to train the CLARC members here in Arviat 

after he goes to the training in Iqaluit. 

Donna- if we can vote for a back up while Thomas Alikaswa checks with his employer. 

Aglukark- Maybe we can do a secret ballot and me and Shane will be available for back 

up? 

Ubluriak- If we will be voting by secret ballot, I have a conflict of interest and I will not 

be voting since Shane is my son. 

Secret ballot vote results, 4 votes for David Aglukark against Shane Ubluriak. 

Donna- On what days would you guys like to go on ACMC training here in Arviat? 

Ubluriak- When the hunting season is over, that would be around the winter time, maybe 

around January, 2011. 

The training here in Arviat will now be changed from November 25-29, 2010 to January 

2011. The dates are yet to be determined.  

Kigusiutnak- I will be on medical travel in the New Year on January 2, 2011 for a surgery 

in Winnipeg, MB. 
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Donna- Can we do a teleconference with the CLARC board before the training in 

December to do a brain storm about the training? 

All members agreed and the teleconference meeting will be taking place in the KIA 

office here in Arviat. 

The training and the cost of it should be done before the fiscal year ends in March 2011, 

just to let the members know. 

Donna- Do you guys have any idea on what training we need, any specific interest? 

Ubluriak- Is this training going to be prepared into books? 

Donna- The black binder was created by Lena, the training facilitator and we can use that 

book and do similar learning.  

Ubluriak- Can I get an explanation again how the Area Co-Management Committee will 

be created again? 

Donna explains again about the selection of the ACMC establishment as written on page 

6 of the minutes.  

Donna- Pretty much of the CLARC members will become the Area Co-Management 

Committee. 

Aglukark- We can select a chair now by doing a secret ballot now or have KIA select a 

chair from Rankin Inlet KIA or we can do up a recommendation right now and send it to 

Rankin Inlet KIA. 

All of the CLARC a member agrees to have a secret ballot and the name of the successful 

name will be forwarded to Rankin Inlet KIA for recommendation.  

Secret ballot results, vote for Aglukark results 5 votes and Ubluriak 1 vote.  

 

ACMC SUMMARY 

 

1. CLARC Meeting with Donna Mulders from CWS in Arviat 

2. 1 CLARC member to go on ACMC training in Iqaluit on November 10-13 2010. 

3. After we establish the ACMC, we can look at budgets and what are our plans in 

the next steps.  

 

Ubluriak- Do we have funding set aside already for all of this training? 

Donna- Yes, the operator, Environment Canada has all the funding for training, honoraria 

and so forth.  

I don’t know the actual amount but I can say what is available in my binder. 

It states in the binder that $40.000.00 (Fourty-Thousand-Dollors) is available per year per 

Committee for management planning for bird sanctuary budget, but the budget changes 

each year.  

I think we can get funding for inventory such as oral collection from elders in regards to 

Kugaarjuk’s history. I can get more specific’s about the funding availability after I check 

with my supervisor and get back to you. 

Just an idea to let the public know about our project research, that we can hold a 

community feast and inform the public about us. We could also do up a poster to let the 

community know of who the Area Co-management Committees are from Arviat. We do 

have the funding available to put these in places that maybe can help the businesses here 

in Arviat that can benefit from.  
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As an example, the Baffin region are doing up a logo contest, maybe we can get a logo 

from the public that would represent the ACMC for Arviat. 

Donna- Is there anything else that we might be forgetting? I think after the training there 

will be more information.  

Aglukark- My name will be forwarded for recommendation for the chair to Rankin Inlet 

KIA, but I could so happen that they may decline my name for your information.  

 

Ubluriak- We don’t often have CLARC members meeting each month like we can have, 

so hopefully after this training with ACMC the CLARC members can have more 

meetings now.  

 

Meeting adjourned 3:35 p.m 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

 


